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Gas Vision 2050: Decarbonised and renewable gases



» Energy efficiency
» Carbon offsets
» Fuel switching/ electrification
» Transformational Technologies

– Hydrogen (blue or green)
– Carbon capture and storage
– Bio-methane
– Renewable gas

Reducing emissions
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» Ultimate aim is to reach 100% renewable and decarbonised gas in 
the 2040 to 2050 timeframe.
– This is largely outside the scope of infrastructure businesses as it 

will depend on the economics and availability of renewable gas and 
its suitability in end-use applications

» Have completed blending in public and private networks
» In the next decade need to continue blending in industry, in a town, 

demonstrating a 100% hydrogen house, hydrogen town

» Supporting activities:
– Infrastructure and technology development
– Customer and community engagement
– Markets and policy development
– Enabling RD&D

Roadmap to zero emissions
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National Gas Decarbonisation Plan & Gas Vision Progress report
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Good Progress Some Progress Limited work

• Consumer 
engagement

• Business case
• Economic regulation
• Early asset financing

• Joint planning
• Technical regulation
• Environmental 

regulation
• Certification
• Market access

• Renewable gas 
target

• Market incentives

Progress against cross cutting actions
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» Green hydrogen relies on a renewable energy 
source, most commonly assumed as 
renewable electricity
– Can increase utilization of otherwise 

curtailed renewable electricity and support 
blending in networks

» Alternative hydrogen pathways also exist via:
– natural gas reforming with carbon capture 

and storage
– coal gasification with carbon capture and 

storage
– Hydrogen from biomass 
– Direct photo-electrolysis
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Renewable hydrogen pathway



» Hydrogen cost competitive in some 
industries (eg remote power, return to 
base vehicles)

» Benefits of blending in gas networks 
can create scale but not competitive 
with incumbent (natural gas)

» Projected cost reductions see 
hydrogen become competitive with 
natural gas for networks in the early 
2030’s. 
– Needs deployment at scale
– Readiness of nertworks

» Scale and research to drive cost 
reductions of supply, delivery and end 
use

Technology improvements reducing costs of hydrogen

Source: Clean Energy Finance Corporation (2021), Australia’s hydrogen market study – sector analysis summary
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Good Progress Some Progress Limited work

• Safety networks 
(10%)

• Appliances (10%)

• Safety networks 
(100%)

• Safety pipelines (10 
& 100%)

• Security of supply

• Appliances (100%)

• ATCO, Clean Energy Innovation Hub, Perth – operational since 2018
• AGIG, HyP SA, Adelaide – operational since 2021
• Jemena, Western Sydney Green Hydrogen Hub project, Sydney –

operational since 2021
• AGIG, HyP Gladstone, QLD – under construction/ operational in 2022
• AGIG, HyP Murray Valley – prefeasibility
• AGIG & ATCO, Clean Energy Innovation Park, WA - prefeasibility
• APA – Parmelia pipeline conversion, WA – prefeasibility study

Progress against hydrogen actions
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Hydrogen homes
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» Who is building Australia’s 
hydrogen home?

» Demonstrating role of hydrogen:
– Cooking
– Space heating
– Fire place
– Hot water

» UK boiler manufacturer pledge that a hydrogen-ready 
boiler will cost no more than its natural gas 
equivalent



Policy settings
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» Gas industry is on a journey to reach net zero emissions
– Can we demonstrate a hydrogen house and a 100% 

hydrogen town by 2030? Or earlier?
» A range of actions need to be completed for gas networks 

and pipelines to play its role in this decarbonisation
journey

» Hydrogen and biomethane will be the new fuels to be 
delivered to customer

» Lots of progress made but more is required

» Priority areas include:
– Market incentives and/or a renewable gas target
– Identifying biomethane resource potential
– Hydrogen appliances
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Summary
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